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EVERYONE IS FRONTLINE 
 
The Treasurer's comments on morning radio yesterday delivered the desired headlines today but can $4 billion 
really be cut over the forward estimates without cutting tens of thousands of jobs, crippling services, mimicking the 
previous Napthine/ Baillieu government failed SGI, and therefore killing the Government's re-election hopes. 
 

    
 
Everyone is frontline. Everyone is vital. You can’t deliver social and emergency services without people. 
 
Cuts of the size imagined would undermine the ability of government to run out its agenda.  
 
You would be talking 30,000-40,000 jobs. 
 
You'd decimate regional communities already under pressure and push Victoria towards recession. 
 

WHERE DOES TIM GET $4 BILLION FROM? 
 
Last year’s budget had $200 million saving over four years by reducing spending on consultancy and labour hire 
plus further savings on whole of government efficiencies which include;  
 
    a) aligning indexation of funding with forecast inflation in 2019/20, and  
    b) expanding the General Efficiency Dividend from 2020-21.  
 
The ED over the forward estimates is severe at about $1.8 billion but early intervention delivered program 
expenditure base reviews rather than a flat percentage-based efficiency cut as done previously. Program 
expenditure base reviews are supposed to flush out obsolete programs. Treasury has not yet released the 
outcomes. The Treasurer seems to have rolled all this together but is yet to tell. 
 
Departments are talking about this now. 
 
Some are not filling funded vacancies.  Some are employing casually or using short contracts because of uncertain 
ongoing funding. 
 

   It’s important to note 
        that the projected budget surplus going forward 
                  is 6 times higher (1.6 billion p.a.) than the ED.  
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The commitment on jobs, skills exchange, and no redundancies should mean work is available in any new spending 
priority program while savings can come from older former budget initiatives.  We've been in negotiations about 
mobility to facilitate the ongoing employment of staff who may be displaced through organisational change and/or 
reprioritisation of budgets. 
 
The Government has no plans for a program of voluntary or forced redundancies with the goal being that staff with 
required skills and experience be deployed in other parts of the VPS or other statutory authorities covered by CPSU 
agreements. 
 
The reduction of staff in program areas affected is to be managed via attrition. 
 
The State Government has a commitment to secure ongoing jobs and has rolled out an ambitious social policy 
program with infrastructure spending never before matched in Victoria's history.  The economy is back and 
booming because people are in work and spending.  
 
Everyone wants to come to Victoria because there is work and vibrant communities.  
 
We've been building a modern city and state together and services have been boosted with staff to meet the 
growing demands of a growing population. 
 
Surplus should not be the sole driver of economic policy in a single financial year and one trick ponies never win 
the race. 
 
CPSU continues to argue in public and behind the scenes for fully funded public services and I invite our members 
to do the same. 
 
Call your local state MP and give them the arguments to tackle Treasury as we all fightback against those ridiculous 
revisionists. 
 
In the context of all this we are bargaining and trying to deliver a win, win for members and the State.  More soon. 
 
If you are aware of a colleague who is not yet a union member, we encourage you to discuss the benefits of union 
membership and encourage them to join CPSU. 
 

Thank you. 
 

 
KAREN BATT 
CPSU Victorian Branch Secretary / Federal Secretary 
 

http://www.cpsuvic.org/member

